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4131 The cultivation method! 

After entering jiuxuan city, Chen Xiaobei met up with fan he. 

With the help of fan he’s connections, he was able to find an absolutely safe place to stay. 

After settling down, Chen Xiaobei brought elder ye back to the beixuan great world. 

By burning the energy equivalent to two Holy King-level Holy meridians, Chen Xiaobei had merged the 

entire lanyue city into the beixuan great world. 

This way, the beixuan great world’s scale would be directly expanded. 

Correspondingly, the number of true saints that the macro world could accommodate would also 

increase. 

Before, the beixuan great world could accommodate 14 true saints and two Saint Kings. 

This time, the mysterious North great world had three new true saints, but no new Saint Kings. 

Chen Xiaobei gave the three seats to LAN Mengcheng, LAN long, and LAN Shunyi. 

At the same time, the entire Blue Moon City was integrated into the highest plane, the North profound 

world. 

Because Chen Xiaobei had set the rule of energy sharing, the energy of the Holy King-level Holy Meridian 

in Blue Moon City was distributed throughout the entire beixuan realm. 

This way, it could greatly promote the improvement of the middle and lower planes. 

Take earth as an example. Previously, it was only a revival of spirit Qi, but this time, it had directly 

become a surge in spirit Qi. 

There would definitely be more geniuses emerging. 

The higher the level of the living beings in the beixuan realm, the more energy they could provide Chen 

Xiaobei with. 

Therefore, the more spiritual Qi and saintly celestial energy there was in the outside world, the faster 

the people could level up. In the long run, this would be very helpful to Chen Xiaobei. 

At the moment, the influx of billions of people into Blue Moon City and the arrival of three new North 

Mystic sages had greatly increased the energy supply. 

Before this, the entire beixuan realm could provide Chen Xiaobei with the energy equivalent to a peak 

true Saint Holy Meridian every 30 days. 

And now, the same amount of energy could be provided every ten days. 
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The energy supply efficiency had increased by three times! 

And most importantly, the beixuan great world was still missing two beixuan sacred Kings! 

That meant that he could provide Chen Xiaobei with the energy equivalent to ten peak true Saint Holy 

meridians every day! 

Ten peak true sage level Holy meridians a day! 

What kind of concept was this? 

In comparison, Chen Xiaobei’s income in a day was equivalent to the entire ye family’s Hong Tian city’s 

annual income! 

Just thinking about it made him feel great! 

For now, Chen Xiaobei could not find the two Holy Kings. He could only bring elder ye to beixuan. 

It was obvious that old ye was the first North Mystic sacred king. 

With just One North Mystic sacred king, it was impossible to increase the efficiency by a hundred times. 

However, it was definitely possible to increase it by fifty times. 

In other words, as long as elder ye remained in the beixuan great world … 

Every day, the entire beixuan realm would provide Chen Xiaobei with the energy equivalent to six peak 

true divine Holy meridians! 

Although it was not as much as ten fish a day, it was still a considerable amount of income for Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei did not have any more Saint King level energy left. He only had 299 pinnacle true Saint 

level energy. 

With the income of six portions a day, Chen Xiaobei would be able to double his current wealth in 50 

days. 

It’ll definitely be awesome! 

No wonder the sky burying Yuan sacred clan, where Tian Dao was, was so powerful! 

He could earn a huge amount of energy every day. With his wealth alone, he could create a large 

number of experts and crush most enemies! 

The beixuan great world was still in its initial stage. 

If they continued to upgrade and merge, they could greatly increase the northern Mystic sacred King’s 

position and even produce the northern Mystic heavenly Lord of Chaos or the northern Mystic chaotic 

Supreme! 

By then, the amount of energy Chen Xiaobei could harvest every day would be a trillion times more than 

what he was getting now! 



 

One could only imagine how terrifying the energy controlled by a top powerhouse of the sky burial Yuan 

sacred clan was! How huge! 

After elder ye was settled down, the beixuan great world was temporarily stable. 

Chen Xiaobei absorbed a portion of the energy that was produced earlier for his cultivation. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had already broken through to the early-stage four-star true divine, and his 

cultivation could continue to increase. 

And now, there were no more Qilin bones to use. 

Therefore, consuming energy to cultivate was Chen Xiaobei’s only way to level up. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei was not short of energy. He could harvest the energy of six pinnacle true Saint Holy 

meridians every day, which was more than enough for his cultivation. In fact, Chen Xiaobei could even 

use a pinnacle holy weapon whenever he wanted! 

But then again, even though Chen Xiaobei did not lack true Saint energy, he was still very lacking in Holy 

King energy! 

The difference between a Saint King and a true Saint was huge. 

Perhaps only a hundred million peak true Saint level Holy meridians could be compared to a Holy King 

level Holy Meridian! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to gather enough Holy King-level energy with the beixuan 

world’s function alone! 

From this perspective, Chen Xiaobei was still lacking in energy. 

However, in order to obtain Saint King level energy, it was impossible to just accumulate it. He had to 

obtain it from the outside world! 

Therefore, the energy that Chen Xiaobei had in his hands could be used as he wished. He did not have to 

be so tight on it. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei had gumoke activate the divine sunlight cache. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei activated the Scripture of heaven and earth to absorb the energy and quickly 

increase his cultivation. 

The Scripture of heaven and earth was a pinnacle true divine level cultivation technique. As long as he 

had enough energy and time, he could still quickly increase his cultivation. 

However, at Chen Xiaobei’s current cultivation level, even if he used the divine sunlight cache at full 

power, the speed of his cultivation would still be much slower than before. 

An hour passed in real time. 

Millions of years had passed in the sunlight domain. 



 

However, the increase in Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was not significant. He was still far from breaking 

through a small realm. 

“No… This isn’t the way to cultivate!” 

Chen Xiaobei gestured for the gumoke to stop. 

If he continued to cultivate like this, the lifespan of the gumok would not be enough. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei did not have time to waste. There were two great opportunities waiting 

for him. Three months later, he would have to participate in the southern region martial arts 

competition. 

With his current cultivation speed, even if he activated the divine sunlight cache for three months, he 

would not be able to break through to intermediate four star true Saint. 

“Young master …” 

Gumoke was puzzled.  cultivation is all about perseverance and perseverance. What other methods do 

you have? ” 

“No!” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “Maybe … I can try this method …” 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, Chen Xiaobei had used up all of his pinnacle true divine energy! 

Then, a change occurred! 
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“Whoosh …” 

The grade 12 Green Lotus of reincarnation emerged from Chen Xiaobei’s dantian and expanded until it 

bloomed in front of Chen Xiaobei! 

The huge Green Lotus bloomed with a dazzling spiritual light! 

Under the effect of the divine light, Chen Xiaobei’s body was once again rejuvenated! 

Last time, Chen Xiaobei had used this ability to break through to the early stage of four-star true divine. 

After experiencing it for himself, Chen Xiaobei understood that the special ability of the grade 12 Green 

Lotus of reincarnation was not to help people break through a large realm. Instead, it allowed the body 

to reach a very special state! 

In such a state, the human body would form a cycle of rebirth, absorbing the good and expelling the 

bad! 
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It was like a cycle! 

Of course, it could also be said to be a reincarnation! 

Once this reincarnation was formed, Chen Xiaobei’s body would undergo a special change every time he 

reincarnated! 

This subtle change would produce different effects depending on Chen Xiaobei’s state! Perhaps it could 

increase his cultivation speed! Perhaps he could break through to the next realm! Or perhaps it could 

increase the effects of cultivation! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei wanted to give it a try! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei started to cultivate right after the ability was activated. 

After a while. 

Chen Xiaobei’s face lit up with joy.  “Very good! His cultivation speed had indeed increased by a lot! 

However, it’s still far from enough … Gumoke, continue to activate the God-level sunlight cache!” 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

The time that Chen Xiaobei had to endure under the sunlight domain’s cover began to pass by quickly. 

At the same time, every day that passed in the sunlight domain, Chen Xiaobei would burn a portion of 

his pinnacle true sage Energy to activate the grade 12 Green Lotus of reincarnation’s special ability. 

He had burned 200 portions of energy in succession! 

Around Chen Xiaobei, 200 grade-twelve Green Lotus of reincarnation had bloomed. The entire space 

was filled with divine light! 

And with the support of 200 special abilities. 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation speed had been increased to the maximum. 

After three hours, Chen Xiaobei had achieved a breakthrough! 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation Level: Intermediate four star true sage. Lifespan: 68050791 trillion years! [ 

physical body: 9999 zhaoheng! ] [ combat power: 9999 zhaoheng ] Primordial spirit attack-peak true 

sage level! 

“This feels so good!” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a long breath and signaled for the gumok to stop. 

“My God … This … This is too much …” 

Gumoko was already dumbfounded, his scalp tingling, and he could not believe his eyes. 

When one reached the true Saint realm, others might not be able to break through a minor realm even 

after hundreds of millions of years. 



 

However, Chen Xiaobei had only cultivated for three hours and he had already broken through. 

To the gumok, this was a miracle! 

“It’s fast enough, but this method is really too expensive! In just a short while, he had burned up 200 

peak true sage Holy meridians! If it were anyone else, they wouldn’t be able to afford it at all!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and laughed.”As expected, you can really do whatever you want with 

money! Wakaka …” 

It was obvious that even though this method of cultivation was very costly, it was nothing to Chen 

Xiaobei, who had just become a God of Wealth. With the income of six peak true Saint level Holy 

meridians a day, he would be able to cover his cost in just 30 days. 

After all, even if he saved up all this energy, it wouldn’t be enough to activate a Saint King level trump 

card, so as long as he had enough, it wouldn’t hurt to squander some. 

After this breakthrough, Chen Xiaobei would be leaving the beixuan realm. 

However, at this moment, LAN mengchen came to him! 

“Xiaobei! I’ve broken through a major realm!” 

LAN Mengcheng was excited. 

Ever since the sacred ice heavenly soul bracelet was lost, LAN Mengcheng’s cultivation had stopped. 

Even with two inheritances in her body, she was unable to break through. 

This incident had caused LAN Mengcheng’s status in the clan to plummet, and she had almost become 

someone else’s scapegoat. 

Because of this, the breakthrough of a major realm instantly unraveled the knot in LAN Mengcheng’s 

heart. Her entire body relaxed, and her mood was unprecedentedly good. 

“This is a good thing! Continue to work hard! The higher your cultivation is, the more help you’ll be to 

me!” Chen Xiaobei was happy for her as well. He encouraged her gently. 

 but I have something to discuss with you …  LAN pursed her lips and said embarrassedly, ”  if I continue 

to cultivate, I might need to consume some energy … So …  

“Idiot! Do you still need to tell me about this kind of thing? You’re free to use all the energy in the 

beixuan realm! Remember, what’s mine is yours!” Chen Xiaobei smiled gently, looking like a wife-doting 

demon. 

LAN Mengcheng’s heart was filled with warmth, but she still had some concerns.  “I might need to use a 

lot of energy …” 

“Many? I understand!” 

 what do you think? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows.  your cultivation is already very high. I’m afraid that 

the energy in the air is not enough … How about this? ” The entire great world would gather five 

portions of peak true sage Energy every day! You can use them all!” 



 

“But … I’ve already used it. What are you going to use?” LAN mengchen frowned. 

Obviously, she was worried that she would use too much of it and cause Chen Xiaobei to run out of 

energy. 

 I don’t lack energy at hand. You just have to use it as much as you want!   don’t worry about me!  Chen 

Xiaobei chuckled.  the most important thing is to improve your cultivation!  

 alright …  LAN Mengcheng nodded and added, ”  this time, I might be using it for a long time … About 

three months …  

 three months?!  

 no problem!  Chen Xiaobei frowned.  just use it!  

 you’re frowning …  LAN mengchen was smart enough to see Chen’s expression. 

“Idiot! I was frowning just now, not because I was reluctant to part with the energy, but because I was a 

little curious …” 

 why? ” Chen Xiaobei asked, ” since you already have two advanced inheritances, you should be able to 

level up by absorbing the energy of the inheritances. Why do you need to absorb so much more? ” Don’t 

you think that this is very unusual?” 

 the inheritance I’ve received is very special, ” LAN explained.  after digesting it, it can help me break 

through to a very high level. However, the price is that it requires a huge amount of energy …  

“Extremely high level? How high is it?” Chen Xiaobei asked curiously. 

LAN pursed her lips and looked around with her beautiful eyes. She was very cautious, as if she was 

about to reveal a very important secret! 

“I can finally break through to …” 
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 three star Saint King realm!  

LAN Mengcheng lowered her voice, looking very cautious. 

Obviously, the answer she gave at this moment was absolutely explosive. 

Even Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed. He could not believe it. “Three? A three stars Saint King? He 

could achieve it in three months? You’re not joking, right?” 

There was no doubt that a three star Saint King was an extremely powerful being at the current stage. 

In the entire southern region, there were only five people who could reach this realm. 

If what LAN mengchen said was true, then in three months, she would have the power to fight the 

undead Emperor. 
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This result, just thinking about it was awesome! 

“Of course I’m not joking!” 

“I received the highest inheritance from the LAN family’s ancestor, and then I received a secret 

inheritance that LAN Yitian discovered!” 

“The combination of these two, in addition to the sacred ice heavenly soul ring, has produced an 

extremely profound change! Therefore, I will be able to completely digest the power of the inheritance 

within three months and step into the level of three star Saint King!” 

 the only problem is that I’ll need to consume a huge amount of energy in these three months …  

At this point, LAN Mengcheng was still a little hesitant. 

After all, with such a huge amount of energy in Chen Xiaobei’s hands, he could definitely do a lot of 

things. If she used up all of it, she would feel bad. 

“Relax! It would only work! If it’s not enough, I can think of a way to help you replenish more!” 

 ” I know you’re going to use up a lot of energy now, but when you reach three stars Holy King, you’ll be 

able to provide me with a huge amount of energy every day!  

“It’s like an investment. The investment now will double the return in the future! I definitely won’t lose 

anything, you don’t have to feel bad!” 

It was obvious that once LAN Mengcheng reached the Saint King realm, she would be able to greatly 

improve the efficiency of the current function! The entire beixuan realm would provide Chen Xiaobei 

with the energy to form ten peak true Saint Holy meridians every day! 

When LAN Mengcheng became a three-star Holy King, the entire beixuan realm would be able to 

provide Chen Xiaobei with the energy of thousands of peak true Saint Holy meridians every day! 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei not lose anything from this investment, but he had also earned a lot from it! 

 if that’s the case, then I’m relieved …  LAN Mengcheng finally let out a sigh of relief. This matter would 

eventually be beneficial to Chen Xiaobei. Naturally, the pressure in her heart would be greatly reduced. 

“Since we’ve made things clear, you can stay here and continue to break through. If there are any 

problems, you can tell me the next time I come back!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and left. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not leave the beixuan world immediately. Instead, he summoned the four 

first seats of the beixuan Saints. 

Sect master Tongtian, Taishang Laojun, goddess Nuwa, and Taoist Cundi. 

“Xiaobei, what’s the matter?” Sect leader Tongtian asked. 

“It’s like this …” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei explained, ” I’ve merged Blue Moon City into the beixuan great world and 

brought back trillions of primordial spirits! Their deaths are more or less related to me, so I want them 

to be resurrected …” 



 

 revive a trillion people?!  

Mother Nuwa was taken aback. She frowned and said, ”  this is theoretically possible, but in reality, it is 

very difficult to achieve!  

 that’s because the primordial spirits of these people are still around. It’s not a true resurrection, but a 

reconstruction of their physical bodies so that their primordial spirits can rely on!  

 however, reconstructing a physical body is an extremely difficult process. The materials and energy 

required are immeasurable!  

“Even if you can provide us with enough materials and energy, it will take a long time …” 

It was obvious that it would be an extremely difficult task to restore the lives of the billions of primordial 

spirits in the city to normal life. 

Time consuming! Energy consumption! It was a waste of resources! It consumed energy! It was like a 

bottomless pit that would drag Chen Xiaobei down! 

So, even though lady Nuwa did not say it explicitly, she was actually trying to persuade Chen Xiaobei to 

back off and not waste his time and energy on this! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was very determined and would not change his mind easily. 

Most importantly, Chen Xiaobei had his own thoughts.”I’ve thought of a special method. It shouldn’t be 

so troublesome!” 

When Chen Xiaobei recalled Zhaoyi’s primordial spirit, he had already thought of a way to ‘resurrect’ 

them. However, Chen Xiaobei did not know the details, so he had to consult the four seniors! 

“What idea have you come up with?” Cundi asked. 

“Reincarnation!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “In last year’s winter solstice festival, Hongjun reincarnated a large number of 

ghosts! Although they didn’t retain their cultivation, their memories and talents are still there, and their 

physical bodies are completely normal. This kind of ‘rebirth’ method should be easier than reforming 

their physical bodies!” 

The four Saints ‘expressions changed slightly. 

It turned out that Chen Xiaobei’s idea was the same as Hongjun’s. 

It was really unexpected! 

 although this method originated from Hongjun, I have to admit that it is feasible!  

Taishang Laojun gave an affirmative answer, ”  the resources and energy required for the reincarnation 

of primordial spirits will not be reduced, but the time can be greatly reduced. If everything is prepared, 

we can complete the reincarnation of trillions of people in one day!  

“That’s great!” 



 

 I’ll think of a way to get the resources and energy! All you need to do is to tell me how to do it!  Chen 

Xiaobei said excitedly. 

 Hongjun set up a strange formation in the 36 levels of the highest heaven!  

 it’s true, ” sect leader Tongtian said.  during the reincarnation of the ghosts in the winter solstice 

festival, we saw it with our own eyes. Hongjun burned nine peak true Saint Holy meridians and then 

sacrificed nine mountains to the formation! After that, the yin ghosts entered the formation and were 

quickly reincarnated as humans!” 

“Nine peak Saint veins? Nine mountains as a sacrifice?”  Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  that’s not a 

lot of energy consumption!  

Cundi said, ” the reason why the consumption is not large is that after the yin ghosts reincarnate, they 

only have the cultivation of an earthly immortal!  Compared to a peak true sage, an earth level deity was 

like an ant! According to this comparison, the consumption of nine peak Saint veins is already quite a 

lot!” 

 yes, that’s true … The strength after reincarnation depends on the consumption during reincarnation!  

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  which means that if I want everyone in Fengyan city to reincarnate 

as a sky immortal, I’ll have to burn the Holy King-level Holy Meridian! If you want them to be Stronger 

Than Heaven Immortals, you’ll have to burn even higher level Saint veins!” 

“Except for the Saint veins! There’s one more thing you need to pay attention to!” Sect leader Tongtian 

said. 
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 the nine mountains offered by Hongjun are not ordinary mountains!  

Sect leader Tongtian said, ” according to my observation, the nine mountains were created by Hongjun 

through a secret skill!  Therefore, if you want to carry out this plan, I’m afraid you have to deal with 

Hongjun first!” 

An array! Energy! 

Chen Xiaobei could find a way to solve both of these problems! 

However, if the mountain used for the sacrifice was not a real mountain range, Chen Xiaobei would not 

be able to solve it! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to reincarnate the people of Fengyan city, Hongjun was an obstacle that he 

could not get around! 

“I understand what you mean, master …” 

 but … After Hongjun was kicked out of the beixuan realm, I lost all traces of him. I don’t even know 

where to find him, let alone defeat him!  Chen Xiaobei said. 
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There was no doubt that Hongjun and the heavenly axiom were Chen Xiaobei’s biggest enemies in the 

heavenly Saint land! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had no clue about either Hongjun or the heavenly axiom. He did not know 

where to start looking for them! 

“There’s someone who can help you with this problem!” 

With a thought, mother Nuwa summoned an extremely beautiful young man to her. 

This young lady had a stunning face and a perfect figure! 

However, her entire temperament was a little complicated. She was pure! Charming! Wild! Elegant! It 

moved! Reserved … 

These auras were full of contradictions, but they seemed to have achieved a mysterious fusion in her 

body! 

It was as if her body was a fusion of many different women! 

 Lingshi!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up and he quickly went up to her. 

That’s right! 

The person who had come was Yan Lingshi! 

The reason why she had so many conflicting qualities was because she had the memories and 

characteristics of three lives! 

Three reincarnations, meeting in the reincarnation cycle! 

Everything was combined into one, forming an absolutely different Yan Lingshi! 

“Xiaobei.” 

Yan Lingshi smiled slightly. She was still extremely charming. The word ” stunner ” seemed to have been 

specially made for her. 

 Lingshi’s first life, Su Daji, was chosen by the way of heaven. Then she was sent by Hongjun to wreak 

havoc in the world. Finally, it triggered the death battle between the tribe of severity and the tribe of 

enlightenment, which was the third immeasurable cultivation tribulation …  

 yes!  goddess nüwa said, ” although the mark of the sacred lotus of heavenly law on Lingshi has been 

removed by you, I think Lingshi herself has some special connection with Hongjun and the heavenly law!  

“Understood!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I’ll bring Lingshi to the heavenly Saint land later. It’ll be great if we can find 

some clues!  

Obviously, Hongjun was not a particularly powerful Saint King. 



 

Therefore, the earlier Chen Xiaobei found Hongjun, the less he would have to pay to defeat him. 

On the other hand, if he allowed Hongjun to develop in the heavenly Saint realm for a long time, he 

would become a huge threat to Chen Xiaobei. 

Therefore, if Yan Lingshi could provide him with some clues to find Hongjun, it would be very beneficial 

to Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, the most important thing was that the earlier he settled Hongjun, the earlier the people of 

Fengyan city could reincarnate and return to their normal lives. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei bade farewell to the four Saints and had Yan Lingshi enter the Meru space. 

As for Chen Xiaobei, he went to Blue Moon City. 

Before leaving the beixuan world, Chen Xiaobei had to make sure of one thing. 

Zhao Yi’s primordial spirits of wind flame city were temporarily staying in Blue Moon City. 

Chen Xiaobei went straight to the castellan, Jiu e. 

“Benefactor, why are you looking for me?” 

Jiu E’s attitude was extremely respectful, and his primordial spirit knelt to welcome Chen Xiaobei. 

In fact, it was not just Jiu e, but the billions of people in Fengyan city had already regarded Chen Xiaobei 

as their Savior. 

If not for Chen Xiaobei, they would have been dead by now. 

“Quickly get up!” 

Chen Xiaobei went straight to the point and said, ” “I want to ask about a person from City Master of 

nine adversity city …” 

“Please speak, benefactor!” Jiu e said respectfully. 

 she was a very, very beautiful girl. I don’t know her name, but I remember that she was in her early 

twenties. Her hair was like a waterfall, her skin was as white as snow, and her facial features …  

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ”  her facial features are somewhat similar to yours, City Master Jiu e … 

However, her eyes are like amethyst, which is completely different from yours!  

 purple … Purple eyes!?  “Benefactor, Are you sure?” Jiu E’s expression changed. 

“I’m sure!” 

 I know!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” although I’ve only met her once, the color of her eyes was very different 

from the rest. I can’t possibly have remembered it wrong!  

“That … That’s my daughter, jiuying!” Jiu e took a deep breath, and his voice was a little choked. 

“What?” Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

“Benefactor … Where did you last see her?” Jiu e asked. 



 

 ” at the formation that guards the Holy vein in Fengyan city. I was about to come out of the Holy vein 

when the girl pushed me back into the portal and activated the formation herself. That’s how I managed 

to survive …  

“I can’t be wrong …” 

Jiu e said,”at that time, I personally asked Jiu Ying to wait for you outside the array!” In addition, in the 

entire wind flame city, only Jiu Ying had purple eyes! There was no mistake! That’s my daughter!” 

“That’s great! I’ve finally confirmed her identity!” “Where is she now?” Chen Xiaobei was excited. I want 

to see her!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not see jiuying when he was collecting Zhaoyi’s primordial spirit. 

At this moment, he could finally see her. 

“She’s not here …” 

Jiu e frowned and said in a sad voice, ” “The primordial spirits of almost everyone in the city are still 

here. Only jiuying’s primordial spirit is missing …” 

“What!” Chen Xiaobei’s heart tightened. 

There was no doubt that jiuying was very important to Chen Xiaobei. 

If he could not revive jiuying, even if Chen Xiaobei could revive a trillion people, there would still be a 

knot in his heart that could not be untied! 

After all, jiuying had really died for Chen Xiaobei! 

“Benefactor, please calm down!” 

 I don’t know.  Jiu e composed himself and said, ” I don’t know where Jiu Ying’s primordial spirit went. 

I’m afraid it has something to do with her primordial spirit special ability!  

“Primordial spirit ability?”  what’s going on? ” Chen Xiaobei asked.  what happened? ” 

Jiu e explained,”jiuying’s purple eyes seem to be related to the heresy!” The specific effects of the 

special ability had never been shown before! Perhaps, only when her physical body is destroyed will it 

activate its special ability to protect her primordial spirit and escape!” 

“If this is the case …” 

Chen Xiaobei tried to recall, ” “Previously, I smelled a special fragrance at critical moments many times, 

and it helped me to a certain extent! Could it be that Jiu Ying is giving me a hint?” 
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 “I’m not sure about that, but it’s possible!” 

Jiu e nodded thoughtfully. 
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Obviously, although Jiu Ying was born with a Sacred Spirit ability, it had never appeared before. 

Therefore, no one could be sure what kind of effect her ability would have. 

However, there were so many coincidences. Although he could not be completely sure, Chen Xiaobei’s 

speculation was very likely to be true! 

After jiuying’s physical body was destroyed, her Holy Spirit ability erupted, causing her primordial spirit 

to enter a special state that was different from ordinary people. 

That was why jiuying’s primordial spirit was not caught by ning Tiansheng and had been following Chen 

Xiaobei in secret. At some special times, she would use the fragrance to give Chen Xiaobei a hint. 

“Perhaps I have a way to verify it!” 

Chen Xiaobei released a woman from the Meru space. 

That’s right! 

This woman was li xiangsi! 

Outsiders called her a rare snake-haired heretic, while she herself called herself a living spirit! 

At this moment, Jiu e said that jiuying’s ability might be related to the heretics. Li xiangsi could verify 

this! 

“Young master Chen, please spare me… Young master Chen, please spare me …” 

The moment li xiangsi came out, she immediately knelt on the ground and begged for Chen Xiaobei’s 

mercy. 

At that moment, li xiangsi’s cultivation had been sealed by ye Zhilan. 

Only a Saint King of the same level as ye Zhilan could lift the seal and return li xiangsi her freedom. 

Li xiangsi’s life was now in Chen Xiaobei’s hands. When she was suddenly released from the Meru space, 

li xiangsi thought that she was going to die. She was so scared that she knelt down and begged for 

mercy! 

“Cut the crap! If you want to live, then obediently listen to me!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ”  you call yourself a member of the Holy Spirit clan. Do you know the origin of the 

purple eyes? ” 

 purple eyes!?  

Li xiangsi’s expression darkened slightly. She said embarrassedly,  there are many sub-tribes with purple 

eyes in the Holy Spirit tribe, such as the purple Star elves, storm spirits, and extreme abyss ice spirits …  

“Wait!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed. The abyss Ice Demon? What’s the relationship between the two?” 

“The extreme abyss Ice Spirit is what the Holy Spirit clan calls themselves, while the extreme abyss Ice 

Demon is what outsiders call them!” Li xiangsi said. 



 

“I see!” Chen Xiaobei immediately recalled. 

Back in Hong Tian city, fan he had sold a scepter that Chen Xiaobei had given him to shopkeeper MA of a 

Chamber of Commerce. 

At that time, shopkeeper MA had accidentally revealed that the scepter was related to the abyss Ice 

Demon. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not want to get into any trouble, so he did not pursue the matter. 

When li xiangsi mentioned the abyss Ice Spirit, Chen Xiaobei immediately became alert. 

Although Jiu Ying might not be related to the abyssal Ice Spirit clan, it was certain that LAN wushou, who 

had been killed, was related to the abyssal Ice Spirit clan. 

Moreover, the LAN family also used sacred ice as their totem of faith. 

Looking further, LAN Mengcheng might be related to the ice Spirit clan. 

Of course, what Chen Xiaobei needed to do now was to find out Jiu Ying’s whereabouts. He could only 

leave the matter of the abyssal Ice Spirit for later. 

 city Lord Jiu e, did Jiu Ying’s mother show any special abilities? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Clearly, Jiu e was an ordinary human, and if Jiu Ying was related to the Holy Spirit clan, then the Holy 

Spirit clan’s bloodline must have come from Jiu Ying’s mother. 

“No, I don’t …” 

Jiu e shook his head and said helplessly, ”  after jiuying’s mother married me, she was always taking care 

of her husband and raising her children. She never had the chance to display her abilities. After giving 

birth to jiuying, she disappeared for no reason … There’s still no news of her even now …  

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was stunned. 

He had wanted to find clues from Jiu Ying’s mother, but now that she was missing, there was naturally 

no way to proceed with the clues. 

Chen Xiaobei then looked at li xiangsi and asked, ” “Which race would have their primordial spirit take 

on a special form after their physical body was destroyed? Furthermore, it will emit a special fragrance!” 

“This …” 

Li xiangsi was stunned. She said awkwardly,  we don’t cultivate our primordial spirits, we only cultivate 

our sacred spirits … After our physical bodies are destroyed, our sacred spirits will enter the sacred Spirit 

world, and it’s impossible for us to emit any fragrance …  

“What?” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. 

If what li xiangsi said was true, then jiuying’s Holy Spirit was no longer in this world, and the previous 

flower fragrance hint had nothing to do with jiuying. 



 

With that, any clues regarding jiuying were completely cut off. 

“Young master Chen …” 

However, at this moment, li xiangsi hurriedly added,  my status in the Holy Spirit clan isn’t high, so there 

might be special circumstances that I don’t know about …  

It was obvious that li xiangsi’s cultivation had not reached the Saint King realm. She was only a low-mid 

level existence in the Holy Spirit tribe. 

So, if there really were some secrets that only the higher-ups knew about, it was completely reasonable 

that she, li xiangsi, didn’t know. 

 in that case, I’ll have to find the higher-ups of the Holy Spirit tribe to confirm this matter!  

Chen Xiaobei heaved a sigh of relief and said, ” “I can spare your life, but in exchange, you have to help 

me investigate what I want to know!” 

“Definitely, definitely!” 

Li xiangsi nodded her head as if she had been granted Amnesty.”I will do my best to help you 

investigate! Although my status isn’t high, our snake hair tribe is a first-rate tribe. We will definitely have 

a way to help you!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and ordered, ” “It’s a deal. You go back first and take good care of ning Tiancheng. 

See if you can get anything out of him!” 

“Ask … Ask what?” he asked. Li xiangsi’s expression froze, and her heart tightened. 

“Don’t play dumb!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold and said, ” “I’ve long heard of ning Tiancheng’s special technique of 

refining primordial spirit to increase lifespan. If you can ask me about this secret technique, not only will 

I spare you from death, but I will also set you free. This is a win-win deal, you will definitely not lose 

out!” 

 this …  li xiangsi hesitated for a moment, then nodded heavily.”Good! It’s settled then!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s offer was too tempting. 

At present, ning Tiancheng’s cultivation had also been sealed by ye Zhilan. Furthermore, he had mental 

problems and had fallen into a state of dementia. 

If he could find out more about the special technique or the heavenly Dao, it would be a great help to 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, to li xiangsi, obtaining the secret skill and regaining her freedom was the result of her dream. 

So, she had no reason to reject Chen Xiaobei. 

After that, li xiangsi was sent back to the Meru space. 

Chen Xiaobei was about to leave the beixuan great world and head to the upper realm where the 

ancestral Dragon, primordial Phoenix, and the origin Qilin had sensed! 
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After leaving the beixuan world, Chen Xiaobei met up with fan he and headed to the teleportation portal 

at the core of jiuxuan city. 

As they walked, fan he reported the information he had gathered to Chen Xiaobei. 

“Ning Tianhao and ning Tianhan are both seeking Dao under Xuan Yong’s sect in nine mystical city! At 

present, the two of them don’t know what happened in Blue Moon City. My men are keeping an eye on 

them, and they haven’t left Xuan Yong sect!” Fan he said. 

“What’s their cultivation level? Why is he seeking Dao under Xuan Yong’s sect?” Chen Xiaobei was 

confused. 

 ning Tianhao has already reached the early stage of two-star Saint King, and ning Tianhan is at the peak 

of one-star true sage!  

 if these two were placed anywhere else, they would be able to dominate a region. However, under 

Xuan Yong’s sect, they are merely ordinary disciples. They don’t even have the qualifications to become 

Xuan Yong Yu’s personal disciples!  fan he replied. 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei sighed.  the xuanyong clan of jiuxuan city is so powerful!  

“Of course!” 

“Even if we don’t talk about the entire Xuan Yong clan, just Xuan Yongyu alone is enough to suppress the 

entire southern region!” Almost everyone below the three stars Saint King realm wants to become Xuan 

Yong’s disciple!” 

“If that’s the case, doesn’t that mean that there are many Saint Kings under Xuan Yong?” Chen Xiaobei 

asked. 

“That’s right!” 

“It’s not an exaggeration to say that 90% of the Saint Kings in the southern region are seeking the Dao 

under Xuan Yong!” Fan he said with certainty. There are no less than five thousand people!” 

 five … Five thousand?!  Chen Xiaobei could not believe his eyes. 

It was fine if Xuan Yongyu was strong. 

More importantly, he controlled the most powerful family and a sect with 5000 Saint Kings. 

How terrifying was this! 

Just thinking about it made Chen Xiaobei’s scalp tingle! 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei was often called a monster, but now, Chen Xiaobei really felt that this Xuan 

Yongyu was a Super Monster! 
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It simply couldn’t be measured with common sense! 

 besides, I’ve also obtained some general information about the heretics that rarely appear!  

“These heresy are collectively known as the Holy Spirit race. They have many branch tribes under 

them!” 

 they live in some special space and rarely appear. However, every time they appear, they will compete 

with the outside world for resources. That’s why they are called the rare heresy!  

“In addition, the Holy Spirit tribe exists not only in the southern region, but in the entire otherworldly 

Saint realm! In some of the larger regions outside of the southern region, the Holy Spirit race is the 

Overlord of the entire region and is extremely powerful!” 

He could more or less find out all the information that Chen Xiaobei had asked him to do! 

More importantly, only a day had passed. If he had more time, he would have been able to find out 

more useful information. 

This showed that Chen Xiaobei’s reward was definitely worth it, perhaps even more than it was worth! 

“Very good!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” when you investigate the Holy Spirit, help me investigate a type of purple-

eyed Holy Spirit! After they die, their Holy Spirits will remain in this world and emit a special fragrance!” 

“Alright, I’ll remember that!” Fan he nodded his head and didn’t ask further. 

He was a typical businessman. He took people’s money and did things for them. He didn’t care about 

what he shouldn’t care about and didn’t ask what he shouldn’t ask! 

After a short pause, fan he continued, ”  besides that, I’ve also found some information regarding the 

martial arts competition of the southern region!  

“Speak!” Chen Xiaobei immediately became serious. 

It was obvious that the entire southern mountain range was currently revolving around the martial arts 

competition that was to be held in three months. 

There must be a deep secret behind this matter, as well as enormous benefits. Otherwise, it wouldn’t 

have been so valued! 

 on the surface, the Xuan Yong clan is hosting the southern region martial arts competition. However, it 

seems like an even stronger power is behind it!  

“It’s said that this powerful force came from a higher-ranked region and is selecting talents from the 

Grand martial competition! Once you’re chosen by them, you’ll be able to obtain a super opportunity 

like a carp leaping through the Dragon Gate!” 

 one person can even achieve Dao, and his entire faction will rise to the heavens. The entire faction 

behind the chosen one will experience a qualitative leap. Because of this, the southern region martial 

arts competition has received the attention of all the southern region factions!  



 

Obviously, the Holy corpse Emperor was the best example. 

Apart from the Holy Spirit race, the Holy corpse Emperor’s strength could be ranked in the top five in 

the southern region. 

If even he attached great importance to the martial arts competition of the southern region, one could 

imagine that the entire southern region had fallen into a frenzy over this event. 

“There are people from the Xuan Yong clan who wish to participate in this martial arts competition, 

right?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Of course! And there’s more than one person participating!” 

“Yes!” Fan he nodded heavily and said,”xuanyong juhe, xuanyong Jingtai and xuanyong Feiyan are 

respectively ranked 2nd, 3rd and 4th on the” southern region minor heaven ranking “! They will all be 

participating in the southern region martial arts competition!” 

“Two, three, and four?” 

 who’s the first on the southern region minor heaven ranking? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. To be able to step 

on the three from the Xuan Yong clan!” 

Fan he shook his head and sighed,”the person who is ranked first is Xuan Yongyu’s proudest personal 

disciple, han Shendao!” 

“Cold divine Dao?” “Who is this?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Boom … Yi la … Yi La La …  

Suddenly, a deafening noise interrupted Chen Xiaobei and fan he’s conversation. 

All eyes were on him, including Chen Xiaobei and fan he. 

The void was torn apart by the space thunders! 

From the endless black hole, a handsome young man slowly walked out. 

Suddenly, the street was filled with thunderous screams and cheers. It made Chen Xiaobei feel like he 

had returned to earth where his brainless fans were chasing after their idols! 

“Look … Quickly look … It’s young master Feiyan!” 

“Young master Feiyan! Ah … He’s so handsome …” 

 young master Feiyan!!!  

In the midst of the cheers, a beautiful young man in a black brocade robe stepped through the void. 

In the entire nine mystical city, only the xuanyong clan could shatter the void with a single step! 

That’s right! 

This person was the fourth on the “southern region minor heaven ranking,” xuanyong Feiyan! 



 

He was handsome and tall, and his skin was very good. With a black robe, he looked even more noble, 

arrogant, and elegant! 

Even if he had to rely on his looks to make a living, he would still be able to do well! 

However, in addition to his extraordinary appearance, he also had powerful strength and a terrifyingly 

powerful family background! 

This was simply the darling of the heavens! 

It was a near-perfect existence! 

“You! Come over here!” 

Xuan Yong Fei Yan looked down from above and scanned the crowd. Then, he hooked his finger at a 

pretty girl. 
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 “Me? Me?” 

The girl looked very nervous, as if it was her first time experiencing such a thing. 

On the contrary, the surrounding passersby were all jubilant, especially the women. Most of them cast 

envious and jealous gazes at the young girl. 

“What’s going on?” 

Chen Xiaobei was just as confused as the girl. 

He couldn’t understand what Xuan Yong Fei Yan meant. 

“It’s like this …” 

Fan he lowered his voice and explained to Chen, ” “Xuanyong Feiyan is extremely lecherous and 

overbearing. Any woman he fancies will be brought back to his palace …” 

 as long as you become his woman, you’ll be able to fly up to the branches and become a Phoenix. From 

then on, you’ll be able to get whatever you want. In addition, he’s handsome, so almost no woman will 

reject him …  

Obviously, for this kind of thing, one was willing to hit and the other was willing to suffer, so others 

could not say much. 

Hence, Xuan Yong Fei Yan’s beauty pageant in the streets had almost become a morbid custom in the 

nine Mystic City, and the people had already gotten used to it. 

As such, most of the women in jiuxuan city called xuanyong Feiyan their husband, and they dreamed of 

being chosen by him. 

“What … What are you doing?” 
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However, it was clear that this was the first time this young lady had come to the nine mystical city. She 

did not know the secrets within and looked at xuanyong Feiyan nervously. She did not dare to approach 

him. 

“What are you doing?” 

Xuanyong Feiyan laughed, his laughter was lewd and arrogant, ” “Cut the crap! Get over here in three 

seconds! Otherwise, you will bear the consequences!” 

“I …” 

The young girl immediately panicked. 

Although Xuan Yong Fei Yan was handsome, his attitude made the girl a little scared. 

A short three seconds passed by in a flash. 

“Swish!” 

Along with her voice, an extremely terrifying Saint Origin Energy fell from the girl’s head like a waterfall 

and covered her whole body! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the young girl’s body exploded like a crushed tomato, splattering blood 

everywhere! 

At the same time, the young girl’s primordial spirit was also crushed! 

Three seconds! 

Xuan Yong Fei Yan only gave the girl a short 3 seconds! 

Three seconds later, without any explanation, the young girl died without a complete corpse and her 

primordial spirit was destroyed! 

A fresh life, a clean soul, was mercilessly killed just like that. It was easier than crushing an ant! 

“Animal!” 

Chen Xiaobei was enraged. 

He, xuanyong Feiyan, had forced an innocent girl on the street! 

Moreover, the girl didn’t reject him directly. She only hesitated for three seconds before he killed her! 

Such an unreasonable, cold-blooded, and brutal person, if he wasn’t an animal, what was he? 

“Young master, please be quiet!” 

Fan he’s face turned pale as he hurriedly whispered, ” “This is the nine mysteries city! The Xuan Yong 

clan was the Supreme God of this place, the spiritual leader of this place! Insulting the Xuan Yong clan is 

the same as exterminating an entire clan!” 

“You! You! You! Come over here!” 



 

Before he finished speaking, Xuan Yong Fei Yan pointed at three other women with outstanding looks! 

One of them was already a mother with a three to five-year-old child by her side. Her eyes flashed with a 

hint of rejection. 

However, it was only a flash! 

If she refused, not only her, but the child beside her would also die without an intact corpse! 

Left with no other choice, she could only entrust her child to a passerby and ask for his help to send her 

child home! 

In the end, the mother and the other two women could only fly towards Xuan Yong Fei Yan. They left 

everyone’s sight as he hugged them. 

Seeing this scene, the surrounding crowd cheered. 

Xuanyong Feiyan was indeed despicable! 

However, the submissive nature of the people around him made Chen Xiaobei feel even more 

disgusted! 

Nine mystical city! 

Under the extremely powerful appearance, the inside had already rotted to such an extent! 

It was simply outrageous! 

Fan he could tell that Chen Xiaobei was upset, so he quickly said, ” “Young master, you still have an 

extremely important matter to attend to! Leaving quickly is the right way!” 

 mm …  Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

Even though he was not happy with xuanyong Feiyan, Chen Xiaobei had no reason to meddle in his 

business since the chosen one did not resist. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and fan he continued to move forward and finally reached the core of the 

portal. 

Through this formation, he could leave the southern region and reach his destination, the upper realm 

of the yuan Sage. 

There, the ancestral Dragon, primordial Phoenix, and the origin Qilin’s ancestral senses could be traced. 

This would be a huge boost to Chen Xiaobei. 

After that … 

Fan he paid an expensive teleportation fee and stepped into the portal with Chen Xiaobei! 

 get ready. The formation will be activated immediately!  

The guard in charge of activating the magic circle informed them in advance. 

“Stop!” 



 

However, at this moment, a strange voice came from the distance. 

Her sharp and narrow tone and feminine voice made her sound like an old eunuch in a Palace drama on 

earth. 

“Hiss …” 

The guards who were in charge of activating the formation all gasped and knelt down in the direction of 

the sound. 

“What now?” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned. He was already very upset just now. He was about to leave, but now there was 

another problem. His displeasure deepened. 

“I don’t know … But it looks like some Big Shot is coming!” Fan he sighed helplessly. 

As soon as he finished speaking, he saw a figure in a red robe slowly walking over. 

It was an old man with disheveled white hair. His face was as white as his hair, terrifyingly white. Not a 

single strand of hair could be seen, but his lips were very red, as if he had drunk blood. He was demonic 

and frightening. 

“Greetings, head chief Wei!” 

The soldiers around the formation were all in fear and trepidation. They were like mice that had seen a 

Tiger as they respectfully kowtowed. 

“Mm …” 

The old ghost snorted coldly and actually raised his orchid fingers. He said in a girly manner, ” “Young 

master Feiyan is about to use this array to expel all unrelated people!” 

He was pointing at Chen Xiaobei and fan he. 

 this …  fan he’s mouth twitched. He felt as though he had just eaten a bug. He was extremely 

depressed. 

After paying the money, he was about to set off. 

In the blink of an eye, he had become an idle person who was about to be expelled! 

This was simply bullying! 

Fan he was already feeling depressed, but Chen Xiaobei was someone who could be persuaded by 

reason but not cowed by force. How could he endure this? 

“Xuanyong Feiyan just brought 3 women home! He was going to use the teleportation array now? Is he 

going to change his name to Xuan Yong three seconds?” Chen Xiaobei glared at general manager Wei 

and asked. 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked! 
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 audacious!!!  

General manager Wei exploded on the spot and roared in anger, ” “Who the hell are you? How dare you 

disrespect young master Feiyan!” 

As he spoke, he approached Chen Xiaobei like a ferocious dog, ready to bite him! 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

At the same time, the guards who were guarding the portal also drew their weapons and surrounded 

Chen Xiaobei and fan he on the portal. 

“Shit …” 

Fan he took in a deep breath of cold air as he tensed up. 

This was the second time she had been in such a life-threatening situation ever since she started 

following Chen Xiaobei. 

That’s right! 

This was a dead end! 

He had offended the Xuan Yong clan in the nine mystical city and was even caught red-handed! 

In fan he’s mind, there was no way he could survive in such a situation! 

In fan he’s memories, no one had ever been able to survive a situation like this! 

‘It’s too difficult for me … 

Fan he really wanted to cry. Following Chen Xiaobei was like playing with his heart. He was risking his 

life! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Instead, his heart was burning with anger. From the looks 

of it, he wanted to have a good chat with that general manager Wei! 

“Xuanyong Feiyan didn’t even come, but my friend and I have already paid and are ready to leave. What 

kind of logic is this for us to stop and wait for him?” 

Chen Xiaobei sounded very displeased. 

“Hmph! In the nine mystical city, the Xuan Yong clan is the law!” 

General manager Wei walked closer and said in a strange tone, ”  moreover, our young master Feiyan 

hates the aura of the lowlifes. As a retainer, we naturally have to come in advance and clean the array!  

Chen Xiaobei’s anger was further aggravated. 
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Xuanyong Feiyan was still at home applauding for his love, and this old man with the surname of Wei 

had come to clean up the teleportation formation in advance. He even forbade anyone from using the 

formation, the reason being that he didn’t like the aura of lowly commoners! 

Anyone with eyes could tell that this was not just arrogance and overbearing, but also an insult to 

others. 

Chen Xiaobei’s tone was cold and unyielding, exuding an unquestionable overbearing pressure. 

“This …” 

Chief Steward Wei’s heart skipped a beat as he was stunned by Chen Xiaobei’s aura! 

At his age, he was so frightened that his pupils shrank and his scalp went numb. He even felt that he had 

fallen into a mountain of corpses and a sea of blood, and could be killed at any time! 

However, general manager Wei’s cultivation was not low. He had already reached the pinnacle of true 

Saint. Although he was shocked, he would not be crushed by Chen Xiaobei’s aura. 

“Kid, you’re not simple! No wonder he’s so insolent!” 

Great general manager Wei composed himself and coldly said, ” “It’s a pity that in our nine mystical city, 

even if you are a Tiger, you will have to lie down! Even a Dragon has to coil up!” 

It was obvious that the Xuan Yong clan was backing him up. 

So, no matter how powerful Chen Xiaobei was, he was not afraid of him. 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Saint Origin Energy surged out of general manager Wei’s body like a 

tsunami. 

The kind of master would raise the kind of dog! 

Earlier, xuanyong Feiyan had killed an innocent girl on the street. Now, Chief Steward Wei was going to 

kill Chen Xiaobei and fan he! 

This was the prestige of the Xuan Yong clan, and they could not be offended in the slightest! 

“Hu … Boom Boom …” 

In an instant, the power of a peak true sage fell from the nine Heavens like an ocean. It was enough to 

swallow all living beings and crush the earth! 

“Young master Chen … Please don’t hurt him …” 

Looking at the scene before him, fan he hurriedly warned. 

Fan he was well aware of Chen Xiaobei’s power. 

Seeing that Chen Xiaobei was only a middle-stage four-star true Saint and fan he was only an early-stage 

nine-star true Saint, general manager Wei did not hesitate to attack. 



 

However, fan he knew that if Chen Xiaobei wanted to kill him, general manager Wei would die. 

What worried fan he the most was that Chen Xiaobei would hurt general manager Wei. 

Even if it was just a dog of the xuanyong clan, Chen Xiaobei would still be hunted down! They wouldn’t 

rest until one of them died! 

Don’t forget, ning Tiancheng killed 100 ye family courtiers, and he had to pay with the lives of a million 

people! 

The xuanyong clan was stronger than the ye clan, and their prestige and prestige were greater than the 

ye clan! 

To injure a dog of the xuanyong clan, one would have to pay with the lives of a trillion people! 

No matter how strong Chen Xiaobei was, he could not possibly fight against the xuanyong clan! 

If he did, Chen Xiaobei and fan he’s lives would be at stake! There was absolutely no room for change! 

“Swish!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not listen to fan he’s advice. He took out the Saint devouring axe. 

In an instant, a portion of the peak true sage level energy was burned out. The peak true sage level 

power of the Saint devouring Dao axe was directly activated. 

Although the Saint devouring Dao axe was on the same level as general manager Wei, its advantage was 

so great that it was irreparable! 

“Chi …” 

With a sharp howl, the Saint Origin Energy that was like the ocean had been split apart by the axe and 

was completely routed! 

However, the power of the Saint devouring Dao axe was only reduced by twenty percent. 

“Swish!” 

The remaining power, along with an unparalleled sharpness, continued to slash towards general 

manager Wei! 

 my God … What … What kind of spiritual treasure is this?!  

General manager Wei was scared silly. 

He was an ancient expert who had reached the peak of the true Saint realm hundreds of millions of 

years ago. 

In a battle of the same rank, he, general manager Wei, did not dare to say that he was invincible, but he 

definitely had the upper hand and rarely met a worthy opponent! 

But now, the Saint devouring Dao axe, which was at the same level as him, had crushed his attack with 

only thirty percent of its power! 



 

This was simply inconceivable and extremely terrifying! 

“Woof!” 

Just as he was lost in his thoughts, the Saint devouring Dao axe had already chopped down on his head! 

He couldn’t Dodge the speed! 

He couldn’t withstand the power! 

“Beng! Yi …” 

His protective Saint Qi shattered, and the axe cut general manager Wei’s body in half like a piece of 

rotten wood! 

After that, he shattered the Dharmakaya and finally cut off one-third of general manager Wei’s 

primordial spirit! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had been merciful. Otherwise, Grand Steward Wei’s primordial spirit would have 

been destroyed without leaving a trace! 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei used his Saint Vital energy and took the half-dead Grand Steward Wei’s primordial spirit 

into his hand. 

“Activate the formation immediately! Otherwise, I’ll immediately crush this old thing to death!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were like the stars in the night sky as he looked at the guards. 

An invisible pressure enveloped them, instantly causing the soldiers ‘hearts to beat wildly and cold 

sweat profusely. They felt as if an ancient extreme cold had descended and was about to freeze them 

completely! 

“You’re not allowed to activate the array! This little bastard doesn’t dare to kill us!” 

However, at that moment, general manager Wei still maintained his strong attitude and even 

threatened Chen Xiaobei, ” “Little bastard! I’m young master Feiyan’s closest subject! If you kill our 

family, young master Feiyan will definitely let you know what is called cruelty!” 

“Is that so?” 

Chen Xiaobei gathered his Saint Origin Energy in his palm and crushed general manager Wei’s broken 

primordial spirit. 
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BOOM! 

Chen Xiaobei’s action was like a huge bomb that exploded. 
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For a moment, everyone in the surroundings was shocked to the core. They could not believe their eyes. 

There was actually someone who dared to kill head chief Wei in nine mystical city! 

This wasn’t as simple as just killing a person. This was a serious challenge to the Xuan Yong clan’s 

prestige, a slap to their face! 

Without a doubt, this was an absolute capital crime! There was no suspense! 

The soldiers, the civilians, and fan he were all looking at Chen Xiaobei as if he was crazy. 

This was simply too crazy! 

It simply couldn’t be understood by normal logic! 

“BOOM!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm. He released a stream of saintly celestial energy and sent the 

guard controlling the formation flying. 

“Chi … Chi!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei injected his spirituality into the formation and activated it. 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei and fan he were teleported away and disappeared from the spot. 

“Woof!” 

In a flash of light, Chen Xiaobei and fan he arrived at another main city. 

This was the main city of the yuan Sage upper realm, Tianyuan city. 

 young master Chen … We’re doomed … We’re dead … The Xuan Yong clan will definitely hunt us down. 

We’re dead …  

Even though they had already retreated, fan he was still extremely nervous. His palms and forehead 

were covered in cold sweat. 

“Don’t be afraid!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  we’re already in another region. Even if the Xuan Yong clan were to 

pursue us, it’d be like looking for a needle in a haystack!  

 No… It’s not that simple … Let’s go … Let’s go …  fan he did not have the time to explain. He pulled Chen 

Xiaobei and rushed into the crowd. 

Swoosh … Swoosh …  

That’s right! 

This person was xuanyong Feiyan who broke through the void! 

It was obvious that he was xuanyong Feiyan’s trusted aide. 

As the saying goes, you have to look at the owner before hitting the dog! 



 

Chen Xiaobei had crushed Chief Steward Wei in the street, which was equivalent to destroying xuanyong 

Feiyan’s face! 

If this matter wasn’t handled properly, xuanyong Feiyan would become the laughingstock of the entire 

nine mystical city, and even the entire southern region. 

 shattering the void and passing through different regions? ” 

Chen Xiaobei was very surprised. 

Fan he pulled Chen Xiaobei away and explained, ”  in theory, a Holy King can shatter the void and go 

anywhere he wants to!  

“However, the further the distance between the two places, the more energy it takes to shatter the 

void! Therefore, early to mid-stage Saint Kings can only travel between large domains that are closer to 

them!” 

 in addition, if the spatial dimension laws of the destination are higher than the cultivation of a Saint 

King, the Saint King will not be able to step into the void and enter that space!  

After fan he’s explanation, everything could be explained. 

Xuanyong Feiyan was a top young genius who was ranked fourth on the southern region minor heaven 

ranking. He was already an early-stage two star Saint King. 

The distance between the southern region and the upper region of the yuan sage realm was not far, so 

both sides could build teleportation arrays for each other. 

Because it was not far away, xuanyong Feiyan immediately broke through the void and arrived here the 

moment he received the news. 

Luckily, fan he reacted quickly and pulled Chen Xiaobei into the crowd. Otherwise, he would have been 

discovered by xuanyong Feiyan. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s current strength, he could not fight against a two star Holy King. 

Once they were discovered, only death would await them. 

After walking for a while, Chen Xiaobei stopped.   alright, we’ve run far enough. There are people all 

around us. Xuanyong Feiyan has never seen us before, so it’s not easy to find us!  

Xuanyong Feiyan had only heard about Chen Xiaobei and fan he’s appearance from the formation 

guards. It would not be an easy task to lock onto them in the crowd. 

“No! We have to leave Tianyuan city immediately! This was because Tianyuan city and jiuxuan city were 

on good terms! After xuanyong Feiyan explained his intention, he would launch a city-wide search! At 

that time, the city gates will be closed and we won’t have the chance to leave even if we want to!” 

Fan he continued to drag Chen Xiaobei to the city gate. 

“Shua shua shua …” 



 

Before fan he could explain, a large number of Ji Ying had already rushed into the sky from Tian Yuan 

city. 

Judging from the speed and energy fluctuations of these extreme shadows, they were almost all late-

stage true saints. The few people in the lead were even Saint Kings. 

As expected, the Saint rulers flew to xuanyong Feiyan’s side. After asking why they had come, they flew 

in all four directions of Tianyuan city. They were clearly going to seal the gates. 

Swoosh … Swoosh Swoosh Swoosh … Swoosh Swoosh … 

Following that, more spatial walls shattered and more than 30 figures stepped through the void and 

gathered beside xuanyong Feiyan! 

“Who … Who are these people?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows furrowed, and his sense of danger increased. 

“It’s over … Xuan Yong Fei Yan must have given out a bounty mission!” 

Fan he’s face turned ashen as he wailed,”The Xuan Yong clan has five thousand Saint Kings of the 

southern region! As long as xuanyong Feiyan gave out a mission, there would be a large number of Saint 

Kings to carry it out! It’s over … It’s completely over …” 

 he’s really strong …  Chen Xiaobei sighed. 

At this moment, he finally saw the true strength of the Xuan Yong clan! 

Just xuanyong Feiyan’s appearance alone was enough to get Tianyuan city to fully cooperate, and even 

more than 30 Saint Kings! 

If everything went as planned, there would be more Holy Kings coming to capture Chen Xiaobei! 

Clearly, this was the strength and Foundation of the number one power of the southern region, the 

Xuan Yong clan! 

This was the first time Chen Xiaobei truly felt the terror of the heavenly Saint plane! 

One had to know that even the powerful Xuan Yong clan was only the tip of the iceberg of the heavenly 

Saint realm! 

In comparison, Chen Xiaobei felt like he was as small as a speck of dust. 

“Become stronger! I have to find a way to keep getting stronger! One day, I’ll make these people 

become dust under my feet!” 

Chen Xiaobei gritted his teeth, his passion and fighting spirit at its peak. 

“Young master Chen … Do you have any other ideas? Once the enemy starts a carpet search, we will 

have nowhere to hide!” 

Fan he was on the verge of despair. 



 

In such an inescapable net, fan he felt like he was a turtle in a jar. It was only a matter of time before he 

was caught. 

“Don’t rush!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes swept across the 30-odd Holy Kings who had just arrived. 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes stopped on the two of them and said, ” “Fan he, look at the appearance 

and clothes of those two!” 

Fan he looked over and was shocked, ” “That’s ning Tianhao and ning Tianhan! Why are they here …” 

“Ha, as expected, you’ve taken the bait!” Chen Xiaobei smiled confidently, as if he had already thought 

of a way to break out of this situation. 
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4140 What happened after that! 

“Take the bait? What do you mean by that?” 

Fan he was confused. He did not understand what Chen Xiaobei was trying to say. 

“Do you still remember what kind of magic treasure I used to kill general manager Wei?” Chen Xiaobei 

retorted. 

“I remember …” 

 yes!  fan he nodded his head, ” it’s a battle axe. The body of the axe has the mark of a pale armored 

Wolf and the two sides have the mark of a three eyed Saint blade!  

“That’s right!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  ning Tiancheng used the Saint devouring axe to confirm that I’m 

related to Blue Moon City. During that battle, a guy called ning Tao Ran away! He’ll definitely tell ning 

Tianhao and ning Tianhan about this!” 

“This … I understand!” 

“The reason why Childe Chen showed the Saint devouring Dao axe in the nine mystical city was to lure 

ning Tianhao and ning Tianhan out!” Said fan he. 

“Smart!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I was planning to lure ning Tianhao and ning Tianhan here and kill 

them outside of nine mystical city. I wanted to get rid of them completely! However, I didn’t expect that 

I would offend xuanyong Feiyan!” 

“Childe Chen, you’re so good at calculating …” 
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Fan he complimented before hurriedly changing his tone,”But now, not only ning Tianhao and ning 

Tianhan are here, there are so many strong enemies! We should quickly think of a way to break out of 

this situation, or else we’ll definitely die …” 

 ning Tianhao and ning Tianhan are my ways to break out of this situation!  Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

 this … This …  fan he was dumbfounded. 

In terms of intelligence, fan he thought that he was as smart as the others. But at this moment, no 

matter how hard he thought, he could not figure out how Chen Xiaobei was going to break out of this 

situation. 

Using the enemy to break the enemy’s dead end? 

Are you kidding me? 

“Follow me!” 

Chen Xiaobei then brought fan he into the Meru space. 

At this moment, Yan Lingshi was resting alone in the courtyard of the poison immortal space. 

Li xiangsi and ning Tiancheng were locked in the spirit condensation space. 

Chen Xiaobei then brought fan he into the spirit condensing space. 

Li xiangsi hurriedly came up to him, nodding and bowing. She was as respectful as a servant girl. 

On the side, ning Tiancheng was dumbfounded, his eyes bloodshot and motionless. From time to time, 

drool would flow from the corner of his mouth, as if he had become an idiot. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei ignored li xiangsi. He released his Saint Qi and removed ning Tiancheng’s communication 

rune. 

Chen Xiaobei wanted to contact ning Tianhao and ning Tianhan. 

“I see …” 

Fan he finally understood Chen Xiaobei’s intention, but he was still confused.  Childe Chen, even if you 

contact ning Tianhao and ning Tianhan, it won’t solve the problem … They hate you to the bone. There’s 

no way to negotiate!  

“There’s no business that can’t be negotiated in this world, only an improper price!” Chen Xiaobei raised 

his eyebrows and smiled as if he had everything under control. 

“What’s the price?” Fan he was a businessman and was very sensitive, ” “Young master Chen, what price 

do you plan to offer?” 

“It’s no fun if I say it out loud, just wait and see!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 yes …  fan he nodded his head and didn’t ask any further. 



 

However, seeing Chen Xiaobei’s confidence, fan he felt much more at ease. 

Although following Chen Xiaobei was always dangerous, Chen Xiaobei was always able to turn danger 

into safety. This made fan he instinctively rely on and trust Chen Xiaobei. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei was confident, fan he would be confident too. 

“How is it? Did ning Tiancheng say anything to you?” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at li xiangsi and asked. 

“No, I don’t …” 

Li xiangsi shook her head and said helplessly,”Ning Tiancheng’s mind has completely collapsed … To put 

it bluntly, he has become a Living Dead man!” 

“A Living Dead?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold and said, ” “Li xiangsi, don’t forget your mission! If you can’t get what I 

want to know from ning Tiancheng, then your value will be completely zero!” 

Its value was reduced to zero! 

Chen Xiaobei had made it clear! 

Without a doubt, an enemy of no value would only lead to death! 

“Hiss …” 

Li xiangsi gasped and said hurriedly,”Young master Chen, don’t be anxious! I … I have a way to cure ning 

Tiancheng! Besides, didn’t you want me to investigate the purple-eyed Saint spirit? I … I still have value!” 

“Time waits for no man!” “I need to see your value in ten days!” Chen Xiaobei said. Either let ning 

Tiancheng improve, or give me clues to the purple-eyed Saint spirit! Otherwise, don’t even think about 

asking for your life!” 

“What? Only ten days? “Can you give me a few more days …” Li xiangsi’s expression changed drastically. 

“We can’t!” 

“You have no right to bargain!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei did not trust li xiangsi! 

Therefore, he had to give her a deadline. Otherwise, if he let her continue to drag this on, she might 

come up with something else! 

If she had any good cash flow within this period, Chen Xiaobei would keep her. 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei would not hesitate to get rid of her. 

It was impossible to have tender feelings for a woman! 

This woman was more sinister than a snake or Scorpion! If she was of no value, she could not be allowed 

to live for even a second longer! 



 

“Fine … Fine … Ten days it is, but you have to let me out, right?” 

Li xiangsi said,”I’ve been confined in this space. I have no way to investigate. I can’t get anything to cure 

ning Tiancheng!”  

“Yes! I’ll let you out!” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei left the Meru space with fan he and Li xiangsi. 

At this moment, li xiangsi’s cultivation was sealed and fan he was guarding her closely. There was no 

way she could escape. 

After leaving the Meru space, li xiangsi’s communication rune was cut off by Chen Xiaobei. She did not 

even have the chance to ask for help. 

As for the investigation of the purple-eyed Holy Spirit, Chen Xiaobei used li xiangsi’s communication 

rune to contact the person she mentioned and asked for his help. 

In this way, although li xiangsi had been released from the Meru space, she couldn’t contact the other 

members of the Holy Spirit clan at all. It was equivalent to another way of keeping her under house 

arrest. 

As for the method to cure ning Tiancheng, li xiangsi said that she wanted to go to the divine Spirit clan’s 

territory and use one of their sacred medicines. 

Chen Xiaobei did not fully believe li xiangsi’s words. He then asked fan he to investigate the matter 

through his own channels. Only after he had verified that li xiangsi was not lying would he do as she 

said. 

After settling li xiangsi, Chen Xiaobei used ning Tiansheng’s communication rune to contact ning Tianhao 

and ning Tianhan. 

Ning Tiancheng (Chen Xiaobei), I see you guys! 

“You … You’re that thief Chen!” Ning Tianhao thought. (Furious) 

Ning Tiancheng (Chen Xiaobei): ” be polite with your words. Otherwise, you’ll regret it!  

Ning Tianhao,”cut the crap!” Where is my third brother’s body? 

Ning Tiancheng (Chen Xiaobei): Who told you that I killed ning Tiancheng? 

Ning Tianhao,”ning Tao already told me!” Third brother killed the ye family’s henchman. Ye Zhilan, that 

b * tch, wants to kill third brother to pay with her life! 

Ning Tiancheng (Chen Xiaobei): ” heh! Ning Tao Ran away too early. He had no idea what happened 

after that.  

Ning Tianhao,”behind?” What did he post? 

 


